
carers and elderly individuals 
aged over 65 are alerted about 
the new Out and About scheme 

operated by Age UK

individuals can purchase the central 
artefact and the service will be 

funded through charity donations

suggestions of new things to do, places 
to go and local events will be provided 
with the assistance of The Silver Line 
charity and mapped out via CubeSats

awareness distribution discovery
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A simplified blueprint of the Out and About service, operated by 
Age UK. It shows the key flow of processes from distribution to 
legacy, alongside the input from existing services.

pre-engagement
or the carer sets up the app 

and helps familiarise their 
elder with the device

initialisation engagement
the elder begins to engage 
with the device, planning 

trips and being spontaneous
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Service Blueprint

a discussion between the 
carer and elder motivates 
them to join the service

It is important to mention that the term ‘carer’ is 
used to refer to a family member or paid helper 
who regularly looks after an elderly individual
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a computer algorithm will use 
collected data from CubeSats to 
calculate the safest and easiet 

routes from A to B

the elder will be tracked in the event of 
an emergency or need of assistance, 
connecting to the NHS, carers and 
family via remote communication

the service intends to improve 
independence and create new 

excitement, whilst reassuring the 
safety of the elder to their carer

navigation safeguarding legacy

the elder embarks on their journey 
using the device to safely navigate 
them, whilst their carer can track 

them through the mobile app

embarking

!remote assistance
with more journeys made, 

the elder and carer will have 
greater confidence and 

motivation to engage further

re-anticipation
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